The Fort Worth Star-Telegram: Sunday, January 31, 1943

**Anticipated Labor Shortage.**

The National Industrial Conference Board has predicted a labor shortage of 10,000,000 men from 1943 to 1945. This forecast is based on the present rate of unemployment and the expected demand for labor due to the increase in industrial activity. It is estimated that the shortage will be most acute in the western and southern regions of the country.

Labor and management must work together to anticipate and solve this problem. Both sides must be committed to maintaining the high standard of labor relations that have been achieved during the war.

**Just Folks**

Edgar A. Guest

**ABSENT.**

The paging poner enemy to move White Marsh. To the last word of "No!" And left his note sending blue for the last.

Upon the standing there above

Closes the sleeping green below

And left his note to the "Be"

And left his note. But hope and dreams.

The rich who walk the Nathan side

And the poor who walk the Nathan side

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

They must all be here. But hope and dreams.

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

The rich who walk the Nathan side

And the poor who walk the Nathan side

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

They must all be here. But hope and dreams.

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

The rich who walk the Nathan side

And the poor who walk the Nathan side

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

They must all be here. But hope and dreams.

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

The rich who walk the Nathan side

And the poor who walk the Nathan side

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

They must all be here. But hope and dreams.

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

The rich who walk the Nathan side

And the poor who walk the Nathan side

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

They must all be here. But hope and dreams.

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

The rich who walk the Nathan side

And the poor who walk the Nathan side

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

They must all be here. But hope and dreams.

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

The rich who walk the Nathan side

And the poor who walk the Nathan side

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

They must all be here. But hope and dreams.

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

The rich who walk the Nathan side

And the poor who walk the Nathan side

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

To the last word of "No!" In the paging

They must all be here. But hope and dreams.